
Back in December, Rich Griffin created a Google Remarketing Cheat Sheet which laid out a “how to” 
on setting up a remarketing campaign. For those of you who are not as familiar, Google remarketing 
allows advertisers to engage with users who were once on your website, giving you the opportunity to 
serve them with an ad as they browse the web. These remarketing campaigns have proven to be effec-
tive in capturing those visitors who were once interested, but never completed the desired conversion 
we hoped they would.  

Piggybacking off of Rich’s post, Google has made setting up Remarketing campaigns easier and  
smarter by allowing us to use our Analytics tracking code and Analytics data to set it up. Here’s how  
to do it. 

New Remarketing Code 

The days of creating new remarketing codes for each new audience (or remarketing list) are in the  
past. Now, all we need to do is update our Analytics tracking code and replace it with the Analytics 
tracking code that already appears on your site. As long as you have Admin access to your Google  
Analytics account, simply log in and click “Admin” on the top right-hand corner. 

You will see a tab that says “Tracking Info.” Under that tab there is a section labeled “Display  
Advertiser Support.” 
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Remarketing with Google Analytics



As you toggle the button, on and off, one short snippet of code changes in the tracking code. This snip-
pet will include the words “doubleclick” and look like this:  

 ‘https://’ : ‘http://’) + ‘stats.g.doubleclick.net/dc.js’;  

This is the part of the code that will cookie visitors to our site so that we can begin to remarket to them. 
The best part about this new code is that with each new remarketing list or audience you create, you 
don’t have to start from scratch as if you created a brand new tag that needed to accumulate cookied 
visitors. The new code will set you up with all of the cookies your list has accumulated based on the 
unique audience you create.  

Smarter Remarketing  

Not only has setting up remarketing become easier, but it is now smarter. We no longer need to use  
the AdWords interface to set up our Remarketing lists; we can now do it in Google Analytics. We  
still have the option to tag “All Visitors to the Site,” “Visitors who have reached a specific page,” and 
“Visitors who have already converted,” but the fun really comes with “creating your own remarketing 
type using Visitor Segments.” 

We can now take advantage of the robust data in Analytics and create lists based on dimensions  
and metrics, such as visit duration, city and goal completions in Analytics. You can also look at the  
Sequence Filter and create audiences based on the path they took within your site. 

These new options allow us to get much more granular in how we remarket to users. The more  
granular we are with our remarketing lists, the more relevant we can be with the ad we choose to 
retarget them with. Remember though, it still holds true that audiences must gather 100 unique visitors 
before we are eligible to serve ads to that specific remarketing list. So, although being granular and 
targeted is a good thing, be aware that the focus is also going to be on building the list size.  

With all of these changes, Remarketing is now even more powerful than it once was, and will continue 
to grow in strength as marketers get smarter about using all of the data within Analytics. You can  
continue to follow steps 6 - 12 from the Cheat Sheet, and replace the prior steps with: 

 1 Log into Analytics > Admin in the top right > Tracking Info.
  a.  Turn the Display Advertiser Support button on.
  b.  Replace existing tracking code with the new one.
 2 Move to the tab that says Remarketing Lists and begin creating the new list in Analytics.
 3 Fill in all required parameters.
 4 Begin to customize!
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About WordStream

WordStream Inc. provides search marketing software and PPC services that help marketers get 
better results from their PPC and SEO efforts. The company’s services deliver quality traffic, clicks  
and conversions across all major search engines including Google, Bing and Yahoo Search.  
WordStream’s  easy-to-use software facilitates more effective paid and organic search campaigns  
by providing a customized workflow, the 20-Minute PPC Work Week, to help advertisers increase  
relevance and Quality Scores in Google AdWords, follow proven best practices, and get expert-level 
results in a fraction of the time. Whether you’re new to search marketing or are experienced at  
PPC management, WordStream’s keyword tools, AdWords management tools, and Quality Score  
optimization tools can help grow your business and drive better results.   


